**NAP Version 1.3.5 Release Notes**

This is a synopsis of the new and corrected functionality included in NAP version 1.3.5. The primary objective for this release is to fix defects and improve performance of the NAP web services.

**Installation**

No user action is required.

**New or Changed Functionality**

- Standard user accounts with no activity will not be disabled until after 180 days (increased from the current value of 90 days). Note that the password for a standard account will still expire after 60 days, but the user can now reset it up to 180 days after correctly answering a challenge question.
- The Authentication web service can now optionally return user lookup information. This allows calling systems (such as ROSS) to eliminate a second call to the User Lookup web service.

**Reports Changes**

- None

**Additional Change Requests and Defects Fixed in this Version**

- The mouse pointer now displays the “hand” symbol when hovering over all links in NAP.
- Eliminated duplicate user account notifications that were being sent to ROSS (and then on to Altaris CAD).
- Modified the Delete Role web service to return a warning when the user account does not have access to the requested application instance.
- Reduced user account notifications sent to ROSS, to only include notifications for users that have access to ROSS.
- Improved the performance of the Authentication web service.
- Fixed the defect that was causing the popup alert message when logging into NAP with an account for which the password is about to expire.